Recently, there is increasing interest in using joint transform correlation (JTC) technique for optical pattern recognition. In this technique, the target and reference images are jointed together in the input plane and no matched filter is required. In this paper, the JTC is investigated using simulation technique. A new discrimination decision algorithm is proposed to recognize the correlation output for different object shapes (dissimilar shapes). Also, new architectures are proposed to overcome the main problems of the conventional JTC.
Conventional joint transform
correlation technique has been found to suffer from large sidelobes, strong zeroorder terms, wide correlation bandwidth, and low discrimination sensitivity [2] .
Many modified JTC techniques have been proposed in the literature to yield sharper correlation peak intensity and higher signal-to-noise ratio such as binary JTC [3] and fringe-adjusted JTC [4] . The binary JTC technique has been found to be superior to the conventional JTC in terms of the correlation peak intensity, correlation width, and discrimination sensitivity. However, a binary JTC involves computationally intensive joint power spectrum (JPS) binarization, which limits the system processing speed [5] . (1) .
(1) The images that have been shown are representation of which are used.
Review of JTC

Architecture
A conventional JTC architecture is shown in Figure (1 [7, 8] . 
Arithmetic
Assume that The input joint image f(x,y) can be expressed as [8] 
The corresponding distribution in the Fourier plane is given by
where F(u,v), R i (u,v) and T k (u,v) are the 
where ⊗ is a correlation operation, 1 , 2007 and λ is the wavelength of the collimating light (2) .
Discrimination Algorithm for Correlation Decision
In general, experimentations show that the cross correlation peak may be equal to the corresponding autocorrelation even if no good match occurs. For example, if one takes a white square shape jointly correlated with a triangle one, then the cross correlation peak produces the same result as the autocorrelation peak of the triangle (see Fig. (2) ). The ratio of the autocorrelation to the cross correlation peak height is the method that has been used for correlating deterministic shapes, such as character recognition (See Ref. [8] ). Recently, Zhang and Karim [9] have used the ratio of the cross correlation to the target autocorrelation peak height to determine the correlation result.
This method may cause a match declaration even if a mismatch is required, especially when the target values are lower than the reference (2) Equation (4) is different from Eq.(4) of Ref. [7] where the derivation in this paper leads to additional terms namely, f c6 (x,y) and f c8 (x,y). 
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Here we propose a new discrimination algorithm for correlation decision which can be stated as follows:
According to the Eq. (5), the algorithm required for making decision of the correlation result is shown in Fig. (3) . This algorithm 
VT = Z -VR
where Z is the value of the zeroorder correlation peak. 
This technique is depicted in Fig. (4) . Thus, the new system will subtract the references autocorrelation term from the zeroorder peak. In addition, all the cross correlations between the references will be reduced (see The two correlation outputs are used as input data to the algorithm described by Eq. (6) to detect the targets. Here, the data of the algorithm is illustrated in Table (1),   Table ( 2) and Table ( 3). 
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Normalized DJTC Technique
This technique is depicted schematically in Fig. (8) and uses two identical optical threshold circuits (OTCs). The OTC offers an optical logic operation and can be obtained by using (SLM) devices.
This operation can be expressed as
where . 
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Conclusions
We have investigated the 
